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The perfect mix of trendy and handy, these 50 designs for useful and stylish little bags and pouches use
small pieces of fabric, bringing your stash's power to new heights. The eye-catching and creative
designs offer structures, shapes, and effects you've never sewn before, applied to multicompartment
wallets and clutches, first-aid pouches, and bags for elegantly toting phones, eyeglasses, snacks, and
small treasures. There are dozens of simpler projects that can be completed within an hour, and all
projects are achievable thanks to thorough instructions that use step-by-step photos, patterns, and
clear diagrams. These 50 designs provide an endless source of ways to express your own creative
preferences, and to use and enjoy your fabric scraps. Some have pockets, some have ingenious closures,
some are shaped like birds or rabbits, and all burst with unique style for you to personalize. Also
teaches handy techniques like working with zippers, metal clasps, flex frames, and more.
Tanya Whelan believes that dressmaking is easier than most people realize but that most sewing books
are more complicated than they need to be. With her "choose-your-own-adventure" approach to sewing,
Tanya offers an invaluable collection of patterns that empowers sewers to become designers. The trick
is a set of patterns for 6 skirts and 8 bodices that line up perfectly at the waist, plus an additional 4
sleeve styles and 4 necklines. Tanya Whelan gives readers clear instructions and easy-to-follow step-bystep diagrams that allow them to use the enclosed pattern pieces to create up to 219 fitted dresses,
including simple strapless designs, sheaths, and halter gowns. The book covers basic dress construction
and altering techniques for women of all shapes and sizes.
Make Christmas cuter this year with 8 simple sewing projects and 16 blocks to choose from, by the
author of Paper Piecing All Year Round. Pick your project then pick your block: mix and match 8 supereasy projects with 16 adorable paper-pieced blocks just for Christmas. Simply follow Mary’s clearly
illustrated instructions to create fun and fresh holiday blocks. Plus, use her time-saving technique for
paper piecing with less waste to create custom winter decor ranging from tree skirts and table toppers
to gift bags, mug rugs, potholders, and more. Sew by number and watch your image emerge! • Paper
piecing can be easy! No need to precut your pieces—follow Mary’s instructions for working from scraps
and cutting as you sew • Easily customize gifts for friends and family or your own personal style •
Celebrate the season with whimsical yet modern designs, including place mats, stockings, table runners,
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and more Praise for Sew Yourself a Merry Little Christmas “If you aren’t comfortable with the paper
foundation piecing technique, then this book offers plenty of guidance and tips to help make it easier for
you. If you love to use the technique, you will really enjoy all the options given here. You can easily
[customize] your own quilts, cushions and other items by adding a seasonal block, or followed the
detailed instructions to make a complete item such as a tree skirt or Christmas stocking. The characters
are so cute that you will be tempted to make them all.”—Down Under Quilts
Become a skilled foundation piecer with New York Beauty blocks and arcs of Flying Geese that amaze!
Stitch your way through 31 architectural block patterns, ideal for advanced beginners and intermediate
quilters. Practice this straightforward approach to curved piecing, foundation piecing, and simple
machine applique on 10 full-size quilts and 27 pillow projects. Lively color combinations provide
movement and drama, with fabric selections from Tula Pink, in collaboration with Carl Hentsch.
25 great ways to use up your fabric leftovers
Easy Patchwork Projects to Give or Keep
Mix & Match 16 Paper-Pieced Blocks, 8 Holiday Projects
Mix & Match Elements to Create Your Perfect Bag
Sew Bags
Sew Handbags with Style, Sass, and Sophistication
Hack That Tote!
The Zero-Waste Chef
Get fresh inspiration with 19 quick and colorful projects! In Patchwork, Please!, Stitch magazine contributor Ayumi Takahashi has
created playful and practical patchwork projects for the home and the people who live in it. Sewing should be fun, and Ayumi
Takahashi's patchwork projects embody that happy, playful approach. Known for both her distinctive combination of patterned
fabrics and her quirky interpretations of vintage style, Ayumi brings this signature approach to 19 sewing projects. The book begins
with basic techniques in patchwork, paper piecing, raw-edged applique, and machine and hand embroidery. Then it's straight into an
appealing assortment of projects for the kitchen, home, family, and friends.
Get ready for quick and clever designs that you'll be excited to make and show off! Popular designer Terry Atkinson shares her fresh
stitching style, along with ideas for customizing many of the projects so you can make them truly unique. Includes tons of tips to help
you finish projects fast and build your sewing skills Features a wide variety of home-decor items and personal accessories, including
zippered bags and pouches, pillows, table runners, hot pads, napkin holders, and more You'll enjoy making these stitch-in-a-weekend
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projects as gifts or just for you
Sew 19 simply embellished projects, including a card holder, coin purses, earbud holder, small wallets, pouches, and organizers.
These cute and useful bags are perfect for holding and organizing all of your little things. Personalize the organizers with adorable
embellishments and appliqués and use up your scraps, trims, and other odds and ends in the process! Whip one up in an afternoon or
bring your handwork with you—small pieces make these projects fun and easy to work on anywhere. Great to give as gifts or keep for
yourself, these tiny bags will bring a smile to anyone’s face.
Presents a project-based magazine dedicated to the renaissance within the world of crafts. This premier issue features 23 projects such
as making a programmable LED shirt, turning dud shoes into great knitted boots, felt an iPod cocoon, embroider a skateboard, and
others.
44 Happy Sewing Projects from Home Decor to Accessories
Creating a Handmade Home
Sew 16 Charming Projects to Warm Any Home
Patchwork USA
18 Projects to Sew Through the Seasons
The Essential A-line
The Easiest, Prettiest Projects Ever
Colorful Zakka Projects to Stitch and Give

This collection of how-to projects will take a crafty kid's imagination to the next level.
Building on a base interest of sewing this book will show kids the basics--and beyond!
Presents a collection of thirty sewing projects that can be completed using simple techniques,
sharing step-by-step instructions for such articles as a pleated clutch, a French-inspired day
dress, and a portable kid-friendly checkers set.
Contains 22 projects to sew and give away, each made using less than half a yard of fabric. The
book contains gifts for all your family and friends: the projects range from pincushions, bags
and paperweights to aprons for budding chefs, kneeling pads for gardeners and tool belts for DIYenthusiasts. The projects are made in a range of prints and styles and use a range of
techniques: either follow each project closely, or adapt the size and fabric to suit the
recipient. Debbie gives advice on how to customise the projects, so that you can create the
perfect gift for your loved one.
“Are you always on the lookout for cute things to make and give? This book is for you!”
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—Quiltmaker Put the fun back in sewing with little treasures to sew, embellish, and share!
Popular fabric and pattern designer Jennifer Heynen invites you to choose your own sewing
adventure with 44 playful projects that make perfect gifts. From pouches and pincushions to
quilts and cheerful home decor, each of the eleven featured designs includes three happy
variations. Turn a funky wallhanging into bull’s-eye pillows, a pom-pom trivet, or a lap
quilt—the choice is yours! Choose your own sewing adventure, and then embellish projects with
embroidery, buttons, trims, topstitching, and fusible appliqué (links to full-size patterns
included)—until they are uniquely yours.
Sew What You Love
Sew Small--19 Little Bags
Plant-Forward Recipes and Tips for a Sustainable Kitchen and Planet
50 Little Gifts
Quick-Stitch Designs for Sewing by Hand and Machine
The Practical Guide to Making Purses, Totes, Clutches and More; 13 Skill-Building Projects
The Ultimate Dressmaking Guide : Interchangeable Patterns to Create 200+ Unique Dresses
10 Dramatic Quilts, 27 Pillows, 31 Block Patterns
Offers instructions on sewing an A-line skirt, shares alternative projects made from the same pattern, and discusses the equipment
needed to create them.
Based on traditional patterns, these delightful little patchwork treasures are perfect additions to a quilter's decor. Stitch classic blocks
using your favorite reproduction fabrics and create sentimental, handmade treasures you or a loved one will appreciate every day. 16
simple, small, and fast-to-make patterns you'll love to stitch Be inspired by the authentic look of quilts created with reproduction
fabrics and traditional colors Beginners and experienced quilters will enjoy making and displaying these little gems year-round
Adorable must-have items to sew in a session or two . . . even if you're a total beginner! Start a project--and finish on the very same
day! From pouches and totes to baskets, these clever and crafty little things will make you feel like a superhero stitcher. Created by the
bloggers of SewCanShe, the 20 projects include a quilty first-aid kit, cute magnets, headbands and hair baubles, travel iron mats, and
more. Many are made with fat quarters of fabric--sold in precut stacks or bundles and easily purchased in stores or on the web.
Newcomers will find so many pictures, diagrams, and tips that they'll feel like the author is right there beside them. Project designers
include the author and: Virginia Lindsay (Gingercake Patterns) Jennifer Heynen (The Beginning Fabrics / Jennifer Jangles) Sarah
Markos (Blue Susan Makes: bluesusanmakes.blogspot.com) Heidi Staples (Fabric Mutt: fabricmutt.blogspot.com) Tessa Walker (The
Sewing Chick: thesewingchick.blogspot.com) Christina Roy (2littlehooligans.com)
Add to your quilting repertoire with the universally popular plus sign! These 16 bold, graphic designs range from modern to
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traditional, with something for every skill level and style. Detailed instructions and illustrations walk confident beginners and
intermediate quilters through traditional piecing, paper piecing, and fusible machine appliqué to create baby quilts, throw quilts, bed
quilts, and more. Use your favorite types of fabric—solids, prints, precuts, or scraps—to make the projects your own.
Simple Sewing Projects
Sew-It-Yourself Home Accessories
Stitch Kitsch
Transforming Traditional Crafts
Make 17 Flirty Skirts from 1 Basic Pattern
Crafty Little Things to Sew
Stash Your Coins, Keys, Earbuds, Jewelry and More
12 Projects from Simple Squares - Choosing Fabrics & Organizing Your Stash

Revive your love for hand stitching with 30 fresh embroidery designs! Showcase your needlework on 5 pretty,
practical projects--a drawstring bag, clutch, flex case, change purse, and zipper pouch. Learn beginner to
advanced embroidery one stitch at a time, testing your thread choices in a lively sampler notebook on textured
fabrics like chambray, yarn-dyed linen, and canvas. Each project is shown with 6 unique motifs and color stories
to inspire your own artistry.
Artist Minki Kim turns her own daily sketchbook challenge into 65 stitchable drawings to mix and match.
Embroider and appliqué the whimsical, easy-going way with 6 useful projects to make and share, like a simple
zipper pouch for the teacher, a cozy pillow for a handsome chair, or a wallhanging for your family room. Minki’s
uplifting designs, plus an extra gallery of small project ideas from coasters to wall art will appeal to anyone who
wants to add personality to their home and personal accessories.
Highlighting a durable and stylish alternative to plastic bags, a collection of simple, pattern-free designs
presents seventeen stylish projects that include totes, drawstring sacks, messenger bags, organizers, satchels,
and purses, accompanied by step-by-step, illustrated instructions and tips on variations, fabric combinations,
and custom embellishments.
From Make It Yourself magazine comes Simple Sewing, an all-inclusive introduction to sewing. Make It Yourself
serves the new generation of crafters captivated by Etsy and Pinterest, inspiring them to try out sewing
techniques by hand or machine. Whether it’s your first time stitching, you’re trying to introduce a friend or
loved one to the craft, or you just want to brush up and expand your skillset, Simple Sewing Projects is for you.
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Whether you’ve been sewing for five weeks or five decades, Simple Sewing Projects features 120+ designs,
tutorials, and accompanying patterns accessible to any sewer. The time-honored craft of sewing is a
tremendously useful skill—it lets you create pretty and utilitarian pieces that can be given as gifts or used to
bring color, texture, and interest to your life. The designs are easy enough for beginners but will also have great
appeal to more experienced sewers looking for something fun to whip up in an afternoon or two. Each project is
presented with a finished photo; step-by-step instructions, illustrations, and photos; and corresponding
patterns where necessary. The look and feel of the book puts a fresh spin on traditional sewing with youthful, ontrend DIY fashion, accessories, and decor. From appliqué affirmation pillows to embroidered jewelry, from fiveminute wreaths to dog beds, whether you sew for practical reasons or purely for the satisfaction of making
something by hand, Simple Sewing Projects will inspire you to get stitching. Just some of the projects: Pillows
& Throws Denim Grommet Pillow, Recycled Sweater Throw, Rosette Pillow Home Dec & Accessories
Embroidered Tea Towels, Monogrammed Cards, Embroidered Coasters Purses, Bags & Personal Accessories
Denim Tote, Fabric Clutch, Embroidered Scarf Kids & Pets Girl’s Ruffle Skirt, Fabric Bunting, Dog’s Food and
Drink Mat and Cushions Simple Storage Reusable Snack and Sandwich Bags, Felt Pencil Case, Make-in-Minutes
Jewelry Bag Notions & Pincushions Donut Pincushions, Circle Sewing Bag, Stuffed Mushroom Case Holiday
Projects Napkin Rings, Make-in-Minutes Gift Tags, Stockings
Easy Toy Sewing Patterns from Your Fabric Stash
Stash Your Coins, Keys, Earbuds, Jewelry & More
Sew Small—19 Little Bags
Sew Serendipity Bags
50 Pouches
16 Dynamic Projects, A Variety of Techniques
Half Yard Gifts
Small and Scrappy
“A terrific book for the beginner bag maker and anyone looking for fairly quick and easy bag projects” —from a wine-bottle bag to a
zip-top purse (Homespun). One pattern . . . infinite looks! With simple tweaks, you can reinvent the basic tote 11 ways, sewing useful
projects like a backpack, messenger bag, laundry duffle, and stylish cross-body purse. Create your perfect carryall by adding
pockets, leather handles, fabric straps and tabs, O-rings, snap hooks, purse frames, and more for endless variety. A fabric and
interfacing guide helps beginners and more experienced sewists choose the right materials every time. Just measure, mark, and
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cut—no printed patterns needed! Alter a basic tote 11 ways! Switch up the size, shape, pockets, straps, drawstrings, zippers, and
hardware to create bags for many uses Expert tips on choosing the right fabric and interfacing for sturdy bags that look amazing
Easy, dimensional cutting instructions for fast, professional results “In this beginner-friendly guide, Abreu (Modern Style for Girls)
takes a basic square tote pattern and adjusts it in a variety of ways to create a wardrobe of attractive bags in different shapes and
styles, from casual and functional to structured and sophisticated.” —Library Journal “Join Abreu as she takes a basic tote bag
pattern and transforms it 11 different ways by varying the shape and size of her bags, as well as the detailing such as pockets,
handles, and, of course, color and fabric combinations. By following Mary’s tips, you'll create professional-looking bags for yourself
and friends.” —Quilter’s Companion
Learn to rescue fabric leftovers with 12 colorful quilt patterns for scrap lovers. Judy Gauthier teaches you her indispensible system
for cutting from "real," oddly shaped scraps, not just strips or precuts! Cut scraps into 3 1/2" 4 1/2", and 5 1/2" squares - a magical
combination for all skill levels - using traditional rotary cutting or Judy's fast2cut Simple Square Templates. Clever organizing and
quilt-assembly tips will help you uncover hidden treasures from your stash.
Use your fat quarter cuts to create dozens of toys—stuffed animals, playmats, glove puppets, and more! A celebration of handmade
toys, featuring fabulous stuffed animals, handmade baby gifts, Christmas makes and more—all made using fat quarter cuts of fabric,
the most popular way that sewers buy fabric. Continuing the series from 50 Fat Quarter Makes, this fun collection features beautiful
photography, step-by-step diagrams, and templates for over 50 handmade toys, with patterns provided by a wealth of international
talent. All the toys are made using simple sewing techniques alongside patchwork, applique, and embroidery.
Add peace to your busy life with a cozy afternoon of zakka sewing. Stitching in her signature style, Minki Kim is back with sixteen
whimsical crafts for your must-sew list. With a number of techniques, from quilting and wool appliqué to embroidery, there’s
something for every sewist! Advance your skills by installing a variety of zipper styles, bag handles, and hardware. From purses to
pouches, these useful handmade gifts are ideal for gifting—and perfect for keeping!
Simple, Fun & Quickly Done
Fresh and Pretty Projects to Sew and Love
Sew Yourself a Merry Little Christmas
Stitch & Sew
Putting Your Fabric Scraps to Good Use
Pretty Cases, Boxes, Pouches, Pincushions & More
Zakka Wool Appliqué
New York Beauties & Flying Geese
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A season gives the perfect reason to sew a lovely patchwork project for you or your loved ones that will be
cherished year after year! In Lovely Little Patchwork you will find 18 projects to sew while giving your creativity a
chance to blossom through the new beginning of each season. You can stitch a lovely pencil pouch while your
children are about to embrace an upcoming school year. Or while the snowflakes are falling from the sky;
embroider a sweet vintage inspired ice skating girl. Then, as the flowers are blooming and the fresh smell of
spring is in the air, you can learn a new technique of hand sewing yo-yos and then create a pretty garden apron.
When the warmer weather arrives and the sound of waves are upon you; stitch up a patchwork sailboat. Even if
your seasons are slightly different, I'm sure you will find great inspiration from one of the many pretty patchwork
projects to sew any time of the year!
Planning a sewing getaway? Heidi Staples of sewing blog Fabric Mutt presents everything needed to have a
successful trip, including helpful packing and organizing tips. Each section of this fun, colorful book is organized
with travel in mind, offering small, medium, and large projects to be achieved while on the perfect sewing retreat:
--Daytrips: Small projects include a Bookmobile Sleeve, Road Trip Pillow, Snapshot Needlebook, Sewing Bee
Pincushion, and Coffee Shop Coasters --Weekend Retreats: Bigger projects include a Patio Pillow, Beachcomber
Pouch, Kitchenette Set, Scout's Honor Pouch, and a Color Book --Summer Vacations: Extended projects include a
Big Bear Cabin Quilt and Palm Springs Bag Get ready to have a fabulous sewing retreat!
Sew stylish shoulder bags, totes, clutches, and drawstring bags! Whether you're a total beginner or a confident
sewist who loves to finish a project in one sitting, you'll love this modern collection of thirteen bags you can truly
make your own. Turn flat fabric into handbags of any shape when you learn the basics of construction,
transferring a pattern, and finishing details. A must-have primer for the beginning sewist!
Ready to move beyond basic bags and totes? Now you can create sophisticated handbags and totes with a modern
look. Learn a variety of intermediate to advanced techniques--from installing zippers and magnetic snaps to
creating adjustable straps--and find detailed info on selecting the right interfacing, stabilizer, or batting for any
project. Choose from 12 new designer-style bags and purses--alternate colorways provide additional inspiration
Make use of clearly illustrated, well-tested patterns for sewing attractive bags Add stylish design elements that
make your bags stand out: piping, three-dimensional pockets, fabric pleats, and more
21 Practical Projects to Make in a Weekend
18 Pattern-free Projects You Can Customize to Fit Your Needs
Sew Illustrated - 35 Charming Fabric & Thread Designs
60+ Sweetly Stitched Designs, Useful Projects for Joyful Living
Sew What! Bags
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16 Zakka Projects
24 Projects for the Perfect Sewing Getaway: Daytrips, Weekend Retreats and Long Summer Vacations
Patchwork, Please!
Celebrate and use your sewing skills with Aneela Hoey's 15 stylish yet functional patterns for a wide variety of sewing organizers.
Designed to work together, many of the smaller projects fit into larger ones and can be made into a coordinating set. Showcase
trendy fat quarters and half-yards or use up scraps of your favorite fabric as you make cute containers for yourself, to give to your
friends, or to bring to swaps!
Use Scraps, Sew Blocks, Make 100 Quilts is the new book from the Sewing Bee’s quilting supremo Stuart Hillard. Featuring 100
block patterns and 100 fabulous quilt designs, this book enables readers to sew a fantastic collection of scrap quilts. Every block
featured comes with a breakdown of the fabric scraps required, assembly instructions and a detailed illustration of the finished
block. Each of the 100 blocks can be used to make one of Stuart’s quilt designs – all the designs are brought to life by a detailed
illustration, with 12 of Stuart’s absolute favourites captured in inspiring lifestyle photographs. Alternatively, any of the block
patterns can be adapted and combined by quilters; they can personalise treatments, colours and arrangements, add extra borders,
wider sashings and more, to design and sew their own unique quilts. Alongside the block patterns and quilt designs, Stuart has
drawn on years of teaching experience to include the ultimate quilting hacks, tips and tricks, as well as his ‘rules’ for successful
scrap quilting. Plus, all the major techniques are explained with the help of step-by-step photographs. This book is perfect for
beginners attempting their first quilt, and experienced quilters looking for new inspiration. Stuart’s designs and irresistible
enthusiasm will encourage anyone to stop hoarding their scraps and start using up their stash!
Use free-motion stitching and applique to embellish charming handmade gifts! Make and share 16 small projects in the popular
Zakka design style, embellished with any of 35 adorable sketches printed on iron-on transfer paper.
A sustainable lifestyle starts in the kitchen with these use-what-you-have, spend-less-money recipes and tips, from the friendly
voice behind @ZeroWasteChef. In her decade of living with as little plastic, food waste, and stuff as possible, Anne-Marie
Bonneau, who blogs under the moniker Zero-Waste Chef, has learned that "zero-waste" is above all an intention, not a hard-andfast rule. Because, while one person eliminating all their waste is great, if thousands of people do 20 percent better it will have a
much bigger impact on the planet. The good news is you likely already have all the tools you need to begin to create your own
change at home, especially in the kitchen. In her debut book, Bonneau gives readers the facts to motivate them to do better, the
simple (and usually free) fixes to ease them into wasting less--you can, for example, banish plastic wrap by simply inverting a plate
over your leftovers--and, finally, the recipes and strategies to turn them into more sustainable, money-saving cooks. Rescue a loaf
from the landfill by making Mexican Hot Chocolate Bread Pudding, or revive some sad greens to make a pesto. Save five bucks
(and the plastic tub) at the supermarket with Yes Whey, You Can Make Ricotta Cheese, then use the cheese in a galette and the
leftover whey to make sourdough tortillas. With 75 vegan and vegetarian recipes for cooking with scraps, creating fermented
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staples, and using up all your groceries before they become waste--including end-of-recipe tips on what to do with your ingredients
next--Bonneau lays out an attainable vision of a zero-waste kitchen.
Seamless Sewing Projects
Sewing Stashbusters
50 Fat Quarter Toys
Stitched Sewing Organizers
A Quilting Life
Lovely Little Patchwork
18 Easy-to-Sew Table Runners, Bags, Pillows, and More
Big-City Bags

Admirers of Minki Kim’s machine-sewn illustrations will adore her new Zakka motifs in wool, perfect for
hand stitching and easy for beginners. Sixty-three colorful designs celebrate the best of everyday life,
from morning rituals to nature’s beauty. Display your work on six impossibly cute projects, including a
leather-strap purse, patchwork coasters, and a boxy sewing case. A robust gallery shows ideas for
heartfelt gifts and even more fun ways to decorate your space.
Sew 19 simply embellished projects including a card holder, coin purses, earbud holder, small wallets,
pouches and organizers. These cute and useful bags are perfect for holding all of your little things.
Personalize the organizers with adorable embellishments and appliques and use up your scraps, trims,
and other odds and ends! Great to give as gifts or keep for yourself, these tiny bags will bring a smile to
anyone s face."
For sewers who want to know how to make use of their fabric stash and avoid waste, this collection of 25
makes has the answer. It's a perennial problem for crafters: you have a little fabric left over from a major
project, too much to throw it away and not enough for another big make. Sewing Stashbusters has the
eco-friendly answer, 25 projects specially chosen to use up the odd yard or less of fabric, so you'll have a
clear stash drawer and a clear conscience. To keep you organized while you craft, there are pincushions,
knitting bags, and a knitting needle roll. For when you are out and about, you might want to make
yourself some backyard bunting, or a patchwork coat for your dog. For your wardrobe, make a pretty tieon collar with buttons from your store, or sew-on patches for your denim. And at home you can make a
cat-shaped doorstop or a Dachshund draft excluder. Pockets, pouches, and coin purses can be made in
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contrasting pieces of fabric, while puffs and rosettes will use up even the smallest pieces in your stash.
Making your own custom accessories is a great way to add color, texture and comfort to your life—and
can be fun too! Sew-It-Yourself Home Accessories offers 21 simple and beautiful projects to create with
natural cotton. Using easy-to-learn sewing methods and bright, fresh fabrics, this book shows you how to
make a range of useful items, from cushions, aprons and oven mitts to a laptop case, table linen and even
a doorstop. Each project can be completed in just one weekend. Clear step-by-step instructions and color
photographs make the process straightforward and simple, even for absolute beginners. A basics section
at the front of the book introduces you to all of the tools, materials and techniques you need to know.
100 stash-busting scrap quilts
Zakka from the Heart
Craft: Volume 01
Leather Bags
Diary in Stitches
Modern Plus Sign Quilts
Sew Many Dresses, Sew Little Time
Pint-Size Patchwork Quilts Using Reproduction Fabrics
“With its diverse selection of fabrics and designs, A Quilting Life is a fine pick for any quilter looking to produce family-oriented keepsake
results.” ̶The Needlecraft Shelf Bring the handmade tradition home with these charming quilts and home accessories. Inspired by a
grandmother who loved to sew for her family, quilter and blogger Sherri McConnell gives traditional patterns like hexagons, stars, snowballs,
and Dresden Plates a new look featuring fabrics by some of todayʼs most popular designers. Nineteen cozy projects include pillows, tote
bags, table runners, and larger quilts̶quick and easy designs that make great gifts. “Sherriʼs book is a treasure! Itʼs full of fun and straightforward patterns for quilts, table toppers, pillows, bags and more̶all the goodies to make a cozy home.” ̶Thimbleanna “Would you like the
opportunity to make tomorrowʼs heirlooms in todayʼs vast selection of prints? . . . If so, this could be the reference book that will get you
started. There are 19 projects, mainly focusing on handmade household items but including some larger quilts too.” ̶Fabrications Quilting
for You “Beautiful inspiration if you are a seasoned quilter, but also a great resource with clear and in some cases, simple patterns for
newbies as well.” ̶Diary of a Quilter “Color photos of finished needlework projects accompany step-by-step diagrams and assembly
patterns, while at-a-glance sidebars covering materials and cutting allow needleworkers to gauge the complexity of each project.” ̶The
Needlecraft Shelf
Kay Whitt loves designing bags, and you're going to love sewing them! Take Your Pick of Styles With full instructions for twelve bags̶and
with a few clever variations thrown in̶there are plenty of designs to choose from! Pick a handbag that is sweet, sleek or funky. Or check out
some of the other great designs: a flirty little backpack, the perfect lunch bag, convenient shopping bags and handy task-oriented bags
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(whether that task involves a laptop, gym clothes or diapers). Each design is easy to adapt to your style. Hone Your Skills Check out the
technique section, which includes step-by-step photos, to freshen up your skills and learn about a few new notions, too. Next, move on to the
projects to put your know-how in motion. Flip to the Simple Bags for something quick and fun to sew. And even though these bags are easy
to make, the end results are clever and cute. Step it up in the Intermediate Bags section, with bags that play up your style. Learn a few new
skills, try out a few new tools and make yourself a bag you can really show off. The Challenging Bags section takes you to the level of bag
maven. The bags' construction may be complex, but the instructions are not. Sew it together step by step, and find yourself with a truly
professional, beautifully constructed bag. The bags in this book are truly extraordinary̶and with Kay's instruction, they are oh-so-easy to
make.
Create perfect, beautiful leather handbags and accessories with these 14 fashion-forward projects to make at home! This comprehensive and
beginner-friendly how-to--written by Kasia Ehrhardt, who studied handbag design at the Fashion Institute of Technology--explains all the
basics: how to work with different types of leather; techniques for cutting leather and sewing zippers, straps, and more; and advice on
customizing and caring for your new bags.
"From patchwork pouches to potholders, wallets to watter bottle carriers and bibs to baskets, the 50 fat quarter, charm square, pre-cut or
scrap-friendly projects make the most of your stash of fabrics with most taking under an hour to complete."--Provided by publishers.
Easy Sewing Projects Using Left-Over Pieces of Fabric
20 Clever Sewing Projects Using Scraps and Fat Quarters
Use Scraps, Sew Blocks, Make 100 Quilts
Beautifully Embroider 31 Projects
Rainbow Quilts for Scrap Lovers
65 Charming Motifs - 6 Fabric & Thread Projects to Bring You Joy
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